FEATURES

VERSATILE BY DESIGN
The Strata collection offers a wide selection of models, options and colors to suit a variety of applications including task, executive and conference. Models with all mesh or an upholstered seat offer choice and flexibility across any setting.

ERGONOMIC DESIGN
Strata is loaded with ergonomic options including supportive mesh, adjustable lumbar, adjustable arms, seat slider, head rest and synchro tilt control.

DESIGNED FOR COMFORT
From the sculpted back with breathable mesh to the high resilient molded foam seat to the heavy-duty synchro tilt control, make Strata the perfect chair for superior long-term comfort.

CHOOSE FROM OVER 1,000 TEXTILES
offered by C.F. Stinson, Designtex, Maharam, Momentum and 9to5 Signature®. In the rare case we don’t have what you’re looking for, we’ll upholster your chair in any fabric provided to us!

LIFETIME WARRANTY
on all structural and mechanical components. Fabric and foam are warranted against wear through and deterioration for five years.
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PART OF THE FLOKK GROUP

STRATA

LET STRATA FLOAT INTO YOUR OFFICE
STRATA

Ergonomic and sleek design makes it a great choice for managerial and executive applications. Adjustable lumbar support, multiple arm, mesh and upholstery options allow you to customize the Strata for your office needs.

STATEMENT OF LINE

CONTEMPORARY DESIGN

Sleek lines with rounded contours give a contemporary look to a classic silhouette, making Strata infinitely versatile and effortless to design around. Back of frame can be accentuated with silver or black color.

UPHOLSTERED & MESH OPTIONS

Choose between upholstered or mesh seat for long-term comfort.

HEAVY DUTY SYNCHRO-TILT

Control features a smooth and comfortable 2:1 back to seat ratio. Four position multi-locking back with built in safety return.

ADJUSTABLE LUMBAR

Both depth and height adjustment standard.

SEAT SLIDER

Available on all models, except stools. A seat slider grants the user access to seat depth adjustment and proper ergonomics.

ARM OPTIONS

CONTROL OPTION

BASES

CASTERS

FRAME COLORS

Mesh: 9to5 Signature ® MO Mesh

Upholstery: 9to5 Signature ® Amuse - Poppy

Heavy Duty Multi-Shift 350 lb. upgrade:

This option upgrades components for 24/7 usage.